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ON AN INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION FOR
THE GENUS SERIES FOR 2-CELL EMBEDDINGS

D. M. JACKSON

Abstract. An integral representation for the genus series for maps on oriented

surfaces is derived from the combinatorial axiomatisation of 2-cell embeddings

in orientable surfaces. It is used to derive an explicit expression for the genus

series for dipoles. The approach can be extended to vertex-regular maps in

general and, in this way, may shed light on the genus series for quadrangulations.

The integral representation is used in conjunction with an approach through the

group algebra, C<Sn , of the symmetric group [11] to obtain a factorisation of

certain Gaussian integrals.

1. A POWER SERIES REPRESENTATION FOR THE GENUS SERIES

A map is a 2-cell embedding of a connected unlabelled graph &, with loops

and multiple edges allowed, in a closed surface 1, without boundary, which is
assumed throughout to be oriented. The deletion of 9 separates 1 into regions

homeomorphic to open discs, called the faces of the map, and the number of

edges bordering a face is called its degree. A map is rooted by distinguishing a

mutually incident vertex, edge and face. The genus series for a class of maps is

the formal generating series for the number of inequivalent maps with respect

to genus, and the numbers of vertices, edges and faces. It is assumed hereinafter
that maps are rooted.

The general approach adopted here combines ideas of Jackson and Visentin

[11] with those of 't Hooft [8] and Bessis, Itzykson and Zuber [3] who, in the

above terminology, derived the genus series for diagrams akin to a class of maps
by techniques from conformai field theory. Although [8] and [3] are important

papers, they have remained largely inaccessible to combinatorialists because of
their uncertainty about the automorphisms of these diagrams as combinatorial

structures.

In this paper, an explicit construction is given for an integral representation

for the genus series for general maps directly from the combinatorial axiomati-
sation for embeddings on oriented surfaces. Moreover, we also develop methods
which are extensible to vertex-regular maps (vertices have the same degree) and

thence, by restriction, to quadrangulations (maps whose faces are bounded by
four edges). This is done by examining dipoles (maps with two vertices) in de-

tail. Although the argument is an algebraic one, based on the ring of formal

power series, to assert that particular series belong to the ring, it is necessary to
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appeal to the existence of JK e at dt for positive real a. Thus, for example,

r e-t2+(x]t+x2t2+xit}+-) ¿t

iîM , x2, ...][[t]],
¡Re~' dt

where xx, x2, ... are commutative indeterminates. For technical reasons, it is

also necessary to appeal to the existence of Haar measure for the unitary group.

The starting point of this investigation is a result, stated below as Theorem

1.1, giving an explicit power series representation for the genus series. From
the point of view of the present discussion, it is important to note that it is

proved directly from the combinatorial axiomatisation for embeddings, and the

group algebra of the symmetric group. The details of proof are given in [11],

to which the reader is referred, and no further appeal to the axiomatisation is

necessary here. The following notation is needed for stating the theorem. If

d = (9X, 62, ...), with 8X > ■■■ > 6k > ôk+x = • ■ • = 0, then 8 is a partition
of n = 8X H-\- 6k , and we write 8 \- n. The weight of 8 is |0| = zz, and
the length of 8 is 1(8) = k. Let m¡(6) be the number of occurrences of j

in 8. We write 6 = [lm^$)2m^e'> ■■■], suppressing terms for which mj(6) = 0,

and let m(6) — (mx(8), m2(8), ... ). If 8 \- n , let % denote the conjugacy

class of <9„ indexed by 8 . The number of elements in this class is denoted by
he . Clearly, he = (2n)\g(8) where g~x(8) = X[j>oJmimmj(8)\. For n £ <S„ ,

let K(n) denote the number of cycles in n, so zc(7r) = 1(8) if n £ We. If

x = (xx, x2, ...) and i = (ix,i2,...) then x1 denotes x'^x'J,..., where

xx, x2, ... are commutative indeterminates. If f £ R[[x]], where R is a ring,

then the coefficient of x' in / is denoted by [x]'f. For / e Q[[x, y, z]], let
Qu denote the mapping

d_
dz'

For a partition a , let v be an arbitrary but fixed element of Wa and let

(i) Aa(y)= Y, yK{n)'

with the convention that Aa = 0 if \a\ ^ 0 mod 2. This polynomial, which is

a class function for <&2n , is fundamental to the argument. The result may now

be stated.

Theorem 1.1. Let mgijk be the number of maps of genus g with j faces, k

edges and ir vertices of degree r = 0, 1,2, ... and let

M(u,x,y, z)=     ^2     mgriJ<kxiyjzkug,

g,i,j,k>0

the genus series for maps. Then

M(u2,x,y, z) = nuloeY,J¿jkl.H hvAv(y)xm^ eQ[u,x, y][[z]].
k>0 *■      '' vh2k

The coefficient ring for M, as a formal power series in z, is a polynomial

ring because there is only a finite number of maps with a given number of edges.

An integral representation for Aa is constructed in §2 from a discontinuous

integral representation for Sp t q, and an integral representation for the genus

&uf(x,y, z)= 1 +2u2z—f(xu l,yu {,\zu).
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series is then derived from this. Discontinuous integral representations of com-

binatorial functions arise elsewhere (see, for example, [12] for a representation

of <). Two examples of the use of this representation are given in §3. In

the first, a relationship is obtained between the genus series for smooth maps
(no monovalent vertices) and all maps, simply by transforming the integral.

A similar result holds for homeomorphically irreducible maps (no bivalent ver-

tices). In the second example, concerning monopoles (maps with one vertex),

the integration has to be carried out explicitly. The main part of this section

deals with an approach to vertex-regular maps, which is developed by study-

ing dipoles in detail. Section 4 contains two results which may be regarded

as applications of the theory of maps. By considering the centre of the group
algebra of the symmetric group, it is possible to express certain of the integrals
appearing here as character sums. We also obtain a factorisation of integrals of
this type, into a product of similar integrals, by considering the following result

connecting quadrangulations and maps. Let M4(u, x, y, z) denote the genus

series for quadrangulations, and let M(u, x, y, z) denote M(u, x, y, z) at

xx = x2 = ■■■ = x. Then [11]

(2) M4(u2, x, y, z) = ^{M(4u2, x + u, x, z2y) + M(4u2, x - u, x, z2y)} .

This may be of significance in the context of matrix models in statistical me-
chanics and in the context of the rj34- and Penner models [9]. A direct proof

of the factorisation may explain whether (2) can be adjusted to hold for maps
on nonorientable surfaces. It should be noted that, in these models, monova-

lent and bivalent vertices are suppressed and that, in effect, the maps (which

are therefore smooth and homeomorphically irreducible) are counted with re-

spect to their genus and number of faces. Under these conditions, this num-

ber is of course finite, and we denote the series by M,x 2Ju, x, y, z). It is

M4(u, 1, y, 1) and Mjj-^r(u, 1, y, 1) which are closely related to the per-

turbation series for the <t34- and Penner models [9], whose examination in the

double scaling limit is currently of interest.

2.  AN INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION FOR THE GENUS SERIES

We begin by deriving an expression for Aa(N) in terms of the function y/
defined by

(3) yz:N2xN2^{0, l}:((p,q),(r,s))~SPtSSg,r,

where N is the set of all positive integers.

Lemma 2.1. Let N be a positive integer, and let v be a fixed permutation in

fêa, where a\- 2n . Then

In

MN) S E  Ii V((*J ' '"(/)) > VpU) > i»PU))) ■
l<Íl,-,Í2n<Npe%2»]J=l

Proof. From ( 1 ) and the cycle decomposition for permutations,

l<ii,....iu<Nj=i
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SO

£ NK{X)=     £       E ÍKwr
nÇu^2"] '^'1 > — »'2n<-Yief8[2'!]7=l

But
2« 2n 2«

E     11 fy - '»(7) =    E    11 ̂  . '»*/> =    E    11 áó . t/KZ) ^CO). M7>
n£vcgpn^j=\ p€%'[2"]J=l pe^[2"]J=l

since nj=iaiy,«M/, = nSi^.tw = 0 or 1, for each p £ W[2nX. The result
follows from (3).   D

¿a(y), which is required in the determination of the genus series, is obtained

by exhibiting Aa(N) as an explicit polynomial in N, and by then replacing N

throughout by the indeterminate y. This argument is an algebraic one and

is used repeatedly. Further attention will not be drawn to it. In view of this

lemma, we call y/ the oriented connector function for maps. Our aims are to

determine the sum over involutions and to construct an integral representation

for the function y/. These are now addressed in turn.

Definition 2.2. Let K, r, s, dx, ... , d^ , be positive integers, let q be an

integer such that 0 < q < K, and let d = (di, ... , dN). The linear functional

Ok,a on Q[[x,, ... , xN]] is defined by

(XjXsk)K,A = (Xj)k,a • (xk)K,A    ifj^k,

(xfn+q)K,A = d-nh*"X,o.

Since (XjXk)i,A = djxôjk , an integral representation for the connector function

can be constructed systematically by generalising an integral representation of
this functional from a set of singly indexed indeterminates to a set of doubly

indexed indeterminates. Because of the importance of fixed point free involu-

tions in the analysis of maps, attention is confined here to the case K = 2,
although an analogous result holds for K > 2.

Let 1 < z,, ... , z'2„ < A, be integers, and let zp¡q for 1 < p, q < N

be indeterminates with zPyq = zq¡p. Clearly, Y\2^x z¡jtipU) = t2 where t is

a monomial in the set of indeterminates and p £ ^"i, so we may write

rij=i z,1/2, = t. A canonical construction for ? as a product of zp<q over

zz pairs (p, q) can be given. However, it is more convenient to work with the

product over 1, ... , 2zz, having recognised that the square root is simply a

syntactic device.

The following is a summation theorem for the linear functional ( h.d- It

is an alternative formulation of Wick's lemma [3], but is in a form which is

extensible to conjugacy classes other than W[Knx , as shown in §5.

Lemma 2.3. Let ix, ... , i2n < N be positive integers, let x = (xx, ... , xn) and
let gfc(x) be a homogeneous linear polynomial in x for k = I, ... , N. Then

In

E   nte(x)S*z>(x)>2?i = (8h«• • • Si*to>2.d •
^6^2»] 7=1
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Proof. We first prove that

In

£   11 (X'JXhU) >2,d - iXh' * * *'2» )2, d •
Z>€^2»]J=1

Let (z,, ... , z-2n) = [la'2a2 • • • Aaw]. There are two cases to be considered.

Case 1. If one of the a,-'s is odd, suppose it to be a¿ . Now p(j) ^ j for

p £ fê[2»] so there is some (ij, ip[j)) such that iplj) ¿ i¡ . Thus

2n 2n

n^*to>2f#-(*.-^ri/2n*i.'*.-°.
7=1 7=1

from Definition 2.2, so the left-hand side is zero. But (x,-, •••x¡2„)2,d =

(xx,)2,a■ ■ ■ (•X/yv)2,d so the right-hand side is zero, from Definition 2.2. Thus

(4) holds in this case.
Case 2. Suppose next that none of the a/s is zero, so a, = 2k¡ for /' =

1,... , N. Then

In In

£ W^*iJà= £(V--4J-1/2n<W,
/>6gp»]7=l Z>6^2«1 7=1

=(dk>---dkN»riï[ s i=n^^[2tri=«')2,d---(x^)2,d,
r=\ pe&p"] r=1

from Definition 2.2, so (4) also holds in this case, and therefore in general.

Now let gr(x) = £*li arkxk . Then, from (4),

(ft, to • • • &2»}2,d =     £     ahqt ■ ■ ■ ahnqJxqi ■ • -x?2„)2,d

9i.92,1=1

N

=      ¿—I              2-~l a'l<l\" ' ahnQ2n\X<¡\XqPm)2,A" ' \X<llnX<ll><,2n)l2,A

/)€^2"]?1.Í2»=l

which gives the result.    D

An integral representation for the connector function can be constructed sys-

tematically by generalising an integral representation of the linear functional

(Definition 2.2) from a set of singly indexed indeterminates to a set of doubly

indexed indeterminates. We begin by deriving an integral representation for

( )2>d from (xn)2ti.

Lemma 2.4. Let dx, ... , d^ be nonnegative integers, let x = (x,, ... , xn) and

let f(x) be a polynomial in xx, ... , x^ ■ Then

JltMfrx)e-Wrt+-~+d»*2»)dx

¡ve-W>*\+~+d»*},)dx    '

Proof. It is sufficient to prove the result for the monomial x[' ■ ■ -x'^, where

z'l, ... , iff are nonnegative integers. Let h(a) — JRxke~ax dx where a is

real and nonnegative to assure convergence of the integral. Then

(2k)\   0r
(5) l2k-x(a) = 0,      and     I2k(a) =

fc|4* afc+i/2
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It is convenient to normalise this and use Tk(a) = Ik(a)/Io(a). Then

(6) /2*(a) = (¿r^[2'leQ-

Thus, from Definition 2.2, (xJ)2,a = I'n(jdj) so, again from Definition 2.2,

N  f x'Je~^djXJ dx

7=1   ke tiJdxj

so the result holds in this case and therefore in general, by linearity.   D

The multiplicative property of ( )2,d is seen to be a consequence of the mul-

tiplicativity of the kernel of the integral. To construct an integral representation

of y/, it is necessary to replace x,, ... , xN by a doubly indexed set of indeter-

minates axx, aX2, ... , aNN. Clearly (apqars)2tÏN - oPtrôq,s, where Lv is the

N xN identity matrix, but this is not the desired evaluation of y/. In the next

result, an explicit construction is given for deriving the correct one.

Corollary 2.5.
y/((p,q), (r,s)) = (mpqmrs)2A,

where [A]jk = 2- Sjk and [mjk] is an N x N Hermitian complex matrix.

Proof. Let djk be nonnegative reals and a¡k be indeterminates for 1 < j,

k < N.   Let A = [üjk] and D - [djk] be N x N matrices.   Let / be a
polynomial in the elements of A. Then, from Lemma 2.4

</(A))2 d = ^fiA)e~Œ}k=ld'kaJknL=idajk _

jrn2 e- i £* w dn°)k U-. t=1 da> *

We determine fp>Q and a matrix A, explicitly, such that

(1) (£.,(A)/,.,(A))2,A=VA.r.

since the latter is equal to y/((p, q), (r, s)). Let mjk = £jk(<*jk + ajk^kj) —

y},fc(A) where (apqars)2,n = dpqöpröqs, for some ajk £ C to be determined.

Now

(mpqmrs)2iD = ÇPqÇrs((l + Oipqars)dpgxâprôqs + (ars + apq)d~xôpsôqr).

Thus

(8) 1 + apqars = 0    for all p, q, r, s,

(9) dpgCpg¿¡rs(ars + apq) = 1     when p=s,q = r.

From (8), apq — ars = c, where c is a constant. Thus c = ±i. Let c = i so

apq = i. Then from (9), 2i£,pqt¡qp — dpq. Let dpq = 2 when p ^ q. Then

iZpqZqp = i ■ Let t\pq = 1 if p < q, and ¿¡pq = -i if p > q. Moreover,

from (9), 2id~x£2p = 1, so t\pp = ±(l + i)~xdp/p2. Let dpp = 1, and select the

positive root. Then £jj — (1 + i)~x . It follows that

{mjk = ajk + iakj     if j < k,

mjj = ajj if j = k,

frijk = akj - iüjk     if j > k.
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Let M = [mjk]NxN • Then M = M*, so M is Hermitian complex, from (10).

Let

(H) [A]jk = djk = 2-ôjk.

This completes the determination of f¡k and A so that (7) holds, and the result
follows.   D

A more compact form for (#(M))2,a> where M is an N x N Hermitian

complex matrix, is obtained from (10) and (11) by noting that

N N

£ djkOjk = £ % - 2 £ ajk = tr M2.

j,k=i 7=1 j*k

Thus

/    g(A)e'^.^d^    J]    dajk= I    g(A)e-^Ml    JJ    dajk
J* i<J,k<N JrN l<j,k<N

where mjk = fjk(^) > from (10). The integral on the right is denoted by

I  £(M)íHtrM2íiM

where g(M) = g (A) and % is the vector space of N x N Hermitian complex

matrices, which has dimension A2 over R. Thus {ajk : 1 < j, k < N} is a
maximal coordinatising set for 2^ so, from Lemma 2.4,

L g(M)e-l21™2 dM

"2) {SiM))' \e-i-'M    '

where, here and throughout, (g(M))2>A is denoted by (g(M)), or by (g(M))<%

when explicit reference to the size of the matrices is necessary. We may there-
fore think of dM as Lebesgue measure. In particular, from (5),

(13)   / e-itrM2</M= /*<-*EJL,«ir£A*^l    J]    rfo,* « (2****)
ivN in i<j,k<N

An integral representation for Aa(N) can now be given by applying Lemma

2.3 in the case of a doubly indexed set of indeterminates.

Theorem 2.6. Let a = [Ia'2fl2 ■ • • ]. Let M(u2, x, y, z) denote M(u2 ,x,y,z)

when x, = X2 = • • • = xN = x. Then

1/2

(1)    Aa(N) = (T{(trMJ)a>\ ,

\j>

2 it      \      r%   i      /   Y^,k~^kV2z'^Mkr   y    V    7 1 = Li., lot» I p£-^k>\(2) M(u2,x, N,z) = Qulog(e

(3) M(u2,x,N, z) = iïulog(det(ln - V2zM)~x)

Proof. From Lemma 2.3, after reindexing the variables

2«
,'/2

£   ntevA)*',m(A)>2,D = (^(A)--^,2„(A))2,d.
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Let gij(A) = fij>kj(A) = mijtkj, where fJtk is given by (10). Then

2n

e n<w'j*Jw'Ä)*xfl>i/2=(m'.fe' • ' •mi^
P€^12"]J=1

so, from Corollary 2.5 and (3),

2n

e n v^ij ' fej) ' VW ' kpu)))=(«i,*, • • • »&,*j.
z»e^2»]7=i

having noted from (3) that yfy7 = y/. Let kj = /"„(j) f°r j = i,... ,2n. Thus
from Lemma 2.1

4»(#) = £        (W/,m.)---w«'2»M2»))
l<U,...,h„<N

and ( 1 ) follows. From Theorem 1.1 and ( 1 )

M(u2, x, N, z) = QHlog I £ V2ÏHg(v) (jl(XjtTW)m^\ J

and (2) follows. From (2)

Y^k~[xkV2zktrMk = xtrlog(Lv - V2zM)~x = logdet(Ijv- - V2zM)~x

k>\

by Jacobi's theorem, giving the result.   D

Jacobi's theorem can be proved in a power series ring (see, for example, [5]).
The expression for M(u2, x, N, z) can be reduced by diagonalisation from

an integral over R^ to an integral over R^. To simplify integrations, the

variables are changed so that the measure is e~x dx, rather than e~x ¡2 dx

which arises combinatorially.

Corollary 2.7. Let a V- 2n, let pa denote pa(Xx, ... , A/y) and let dk = dkx ■ ■ •
dkfj where N is a positive integer and let

/-ZV2-V^„
\/2        2"

CN,n
zN TtNa" n;=, a

Then

(1) Aa(N) = cN,„ [   V2(X)e-p'padk,
in»

(2) M(u2,x, N,z) = Qtílog (cs,oJs K2(A)e~Ä+E** t^*1*" dk\ .

Proof. From Theorem 2.6 and (13)

MN) = (2^)'/2 J^U.^^e-^^dM.
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Now if / is a real valued polynomial on % , invariant under the adjoint action
of the unitary group, then (Theorem 7.4c of [26])

(14) /   f(M)dM=* /    V2(k)f(A)dk,
ivN \[j=Xf   J*N

where A = diag(A,.A/y). But the integrand is invariant under the adjoint

action of unitary group and (1) follows from (14), having replaced kj by \f2kj.

The second part follows from Theorem 2.6 and ( 14), by the same argument.   D

The constant factor on the right-hand side of (14) is the volume of the uni-

tary group, and the existence of Haar measure for the unitary group has been

assumed. By a theorem of Frobenius, the only finite dimensional real division

algebras are R, C, H, and there are generalisations of (14) for R and H. For
R, the result is due to Dyson [4].

3. Smooth maps, monopoles and dipoles

A relationship between the genus of maps and smooth maps can be obtained

from the integral representation, simply by transforming the integral, with no

explicit integration. Since the genus is recoverable from the Euler-Poincaré
theorem, let u = 1.

Theorem 3.1. Let M,-¡,(1, x, y, z) denote the genus series for smooth maps.

Then

(vz x-^J M{1}(1, x, y, z) + x2yz = M(l,x,y,v

where z — z(v) is the unique solution of the functional equation z = v(l+xz)2.

Proof. From Theorem 2.6, with x, = 0, X2 = X3 = • • • = x, we have

M{1}(1, x,N,z) = 2z-^ log(^^trM|I^ - y/5M\~x).

But

(ex^~zXvM\lN - Jz~M\~x) = K„x f  e-ltlM2+xV*tlM\IN - Jz~M\-x dM,
ivN

where KN = J^e'^1™2 dM. But -±trM2 + x^/ztrM = -±trQ2 + \x2zN

where Q = M - x^fzlN . Then

(ex^~z«M\lN - yfz~M\-x) = e-^- j  iHtrQ2|(l + xz)Lv - yfzQ\~xdQ
KN     Jtn

y(i+xz)xj  \    v     i+xz

The functional equation v = z(l + xz)~2 uniquely defines the series z(v) £
Q[x][[v]]. Thus

M{T}(l,x,A,z) = 2z|-logL^)    +2zlzloè(\IN-vQrx)
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SO

(12 \N

(JTxW)    -M(X,x,N,z).

It is a straightforward matter to see from the functional equation for z that

„   d ,     /    eix2z    \N       Ar    2
2(7-r— lOg I  —,-— =-NzX   ,

dv    By(l+xz)xJ

a polynomial in N, and the result now follows by replacing N formally by

y.  □

The functional equation z = d(1 + xz)2 identifies z(v) as the generating

series for planted plane trees, and it is then a straightforward matter to give
Theorem 3.1 a combinatorial proof. This proof amounts to the assertion that
the set of all maps with more than one face can be constructed uniquely from

a unique smooth map by attaching a plane planted tree at each corner of the
map, where a corner is a mutually incident pair of edges, vertex and face. The

resulting map may either inherit the rooting of the smooth map or be rooted
at a vertex of a tree. This is achieved by means of the factor vz~ldz/dv , in
which vdz/dv is the generating series for doubly rooted plane planted trees.
This construction has been observed earlier by Bender and Canfield [2].

A similar result may be obtained, of course, relating M(u, x, y, z) to the

genus arises for homeomorphically irreducible maps. Clearly, M and Mjr-^r

are obtainable, one from the other, by these constructions.

The next result, which concerns monopoles, is required in the determination

of the genus series for dipoles. In this case, the integration must be carried
out explicitly. The following results are needed for this purpose. Monopoles

have been studied by Harer and Zagier [7] and by Jackson [10], using entirely

different methods.
Hermite polynomials are othogonal with respect to the measure e~x dx,

so we give next properties to be used in completing the integration. Their

standardisation is [xn]H„(x) = 2" , and they satisfy the orthogonality relation

(15) / Hm(x)Hn(x)e-xl dx = 2nn\V^ôm,n .
Jr

If bk(x) is a polynomial of degree at most A- 1 in x with bjk = [xJ']bk for

k = 0, ... , N- 1, and V(xx, ... ,xN) = Yli<j<k<N^J -h) » then

(16) det[bk-X(Xj)]NxN = V(xx, ... , xN)det[bjk]NxN.

In particular, from the standardisation of the Hermite polynomials,

(17) det[Hk-i(Xj)]NxN = V2N{ '~l)V(xx,...,xN).

The use of ( 17) and the orthogonality of the Hermite polynomials is a familiar

one in the context of the multivariate normal distribution [14].

Theorem 3.2. Let mg(n) be the number of monopoles of genus g on n edges.

zn,(zz) = [W--2^2"]X:(^)(fc!1)2^.
Zc=l
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Proof. From Theorem 1.1

mg(n) = [M2Sx2„z"]7V/(M2, x, 1, z) = [un+x-^]A[2n](u).

From Corollary 2.7 and (17),

f N
Al2n](N) = 2ïëï Jrn det2[Hk-X(kj)]NxNe-P^k2q" dk

(    ?1 ^

c<w™ï      Yl   2°U)-X(<j(j) - l)\Sñoa(j)_x<p(j)_x
l<j<N

2^ £ E ssn^
q=\ a,p€&N

' / ^"^(i)-i(A?)/z'/,(9)-i(A?)e l«dkq,

by orthogonality. For nonzero contributions, o(j) = p(j) for all j £ {I, ... ,

N} - {q}. Thus o(q) = p(q) since a, p are bijective, whence o — p. It
follows from (15) and (17) that

N   N-l

**w- J=E¿ £ i*»™'-*"*
v ?=1  r=0    ere®*    ,/K

<r(i)=r+l

vW„      ¿Í   2'r!

?=1  r=0    o€®N
(18) <r(i)=r+l

r=0

But (see, for example, [15])

1   tj2(Y\ _ yh     H2k(x)

*r\2 f^2kk\2(r-k)\'

f     , 2 f2-2(»-*)    (2")!
/ x2nH2ke~x dx=l (n-k)

T^i^Viï    ifn>k,

otherwise.

Thus

n+l
fc-i

assuming that N > n . This is a polynomial in A and the result follows.   D

The remainder of this section is concerned with dipoles. In principle, the

approach adopted here can be extended to vertex-regular maps in general. Two

mappings, n and w , as required. The first [5] determines the linear coefficient
in formal power series.

Proposition 3.3. Let R be a ring, let </> £ R[[x]]0 , and let hk(x) be the complete

symmetric function in x — (xx, x2, ...) of degree k. Let

z7:R[[x]f^R:^^xV;'!,

extended as a homomorphism to the whole of the ring. Then

[xi---x„]0 = [x"/zz!]z/<7>.
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Proof. The result is unaffected by restricting to the quotient ring

R[[x,, ... , xn]f/{xf = 0, i = 1,..., n; xn+i = • • • = 0},

so hk = [ífc]n.7>i(l - tXj)~x = [/*]*«<*»+•■■+*) = L(Xx +--- + xn)k . Thus

[xx ■ ■ ■ x„]hkl • ■ ■ hk" =[xx-x„]
(Xi + --- + X„)n

zz! (*)"-(£)■•      "» ~l"'     ~"J    iifc. ...n!*»

The result follows by linearity.   G

The second mapping is needed in the construction of the diagonal of a two-

variable symmetric function, which is uniquely expressible in terms of two al-

gebraically independent symmetric invariants, namely y + z and yz.

Proposition 3.4. Let

w : [u][[y,z]f [u,t]]:(y,z)m(yz)k
m

l>J
tUml+k&

0, m mod2 >

extended linearly to the whole of Q[u][[y, z]]e . Let f £ Q[u][\y, z]]e . Then

(1) \ymzm]f=[tm]zof,

(2) wf(yz,y + z) = wf(t,y + z).

That is, w f is the {y, z)-diagonal of /, and w is a partial homomor-

phism. The next theorem is the main result of this section, and it gives an

explicit expression for the genus series for dipoles.

Theorem 3.5. The number dg(n) of dipoles of genus g on n edges is

un-2g i L*(JL:1)J /

(zz-l)!j £ (7J £
7=0        X J '      r=0

L|(n-2j-l)J

zz - 2; - 1

r

-m s ¿cf)U)-
Proof. From Theorem 1.1

(20)        dg(n) = [u2*x2z»]M(u2 ,x,l,z) = \[un-**](A[n2X(u) - A2n](u)).

But, from (17) and Corollary 2.7, A^„2X(N) = A[2nX(N) + Jn,N where

Jn,N = CN,„f     V2(k)e-K        J2        XnqK'dl
jR" \<q*q'<N

= Wïk Í tet2[Hk_i(kj)]NxNe-n    Y,    Wdx

CN,n

2N2-N
£       £   sga(ap)

\<q,q'<N°,p£e>N

2°U)-x(rj(j)-l)\^ïôa U)-i,PU)-i
.    \<j<N

\j<t{q,q'} )

■y'A;i/(T(í)_1(Aa)//p(í)_,(A,)f-AÍAJ,Arff(íí)_,(Aí.)/^(í')-i(Aí'y t'dkqdkq,
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For nonzero contributions we require that o(j) = p(j) for j £ {I, ... , N} -

{q, q'} . Let a (a) = r, a(q') = r', where r / r', and r, r' £ {I, ... , N} .

There are therefore two choices for p, corresponding to p(q) = r, p(q') = r',

and p(q) - r', p(q') — r. Let Bij(A, q, q', r, r') be the set of all bijections
from {l,...,N}-{q,q'} to {1, ... , A} - {r, r'} . Then,

2"
•^-Tr/Vt        E £       ?r-

1 1
£zrA!     ^ ^    2'-1(z--l)!2'"-1(r'-l)!

\<q,q<N  \<r,r<N v ' v '   8eBij(V,i ,q', r ,r')

qH '*''

■ ( ( knqnlx(kq)e-xldkq I k"q,H2_{(kql)e-^dkq,
\JR Jr

- [ Ai"yYr_,(A?)//f-_,(A,V-^A^/7^_i(A?0//r-i(A?0^"^^^<z'>)
Jr2 /

= T>n,N - Cn n

where

T>n,N =
2" ' r     iN~l

Jr        V ._nr=0

JV-1

^M\e~x2dx\   =A2n](N)     from (18),

r      -2"  [  yy    y^ )H^1)  e-x2-y2dxdy.

Using Mehler's theorem [15], which states that

1 (2abz-(a2 + b2)z2

V 1-Z2
Y^Hk(d)Hk(b)^ = -== exp
k>0 v

we have

C-=zrh^ l-yl-z V(i-v2)(l-z2)

/ e^Aa2-2Hab+Ab2xdadb

Jr2

1/2

where

„   ,     y2A = 1 + .       0 +
v z

H = u+ ,       ., +
1-V2      1-z2' 1-y2      1-z2'

so, by diagonalizing the quadratic form and integrating,

Cn,N = w
1 1/2

l-yl-z \(l - y2)(l - z2)(A2 - H2),

voG,

where G = (1 -a + w)  '{(1 - w - ua)2 - u2(l +w)2}~x/2, with a — y + z and

w = yz . Combining these results gives

A[nl](N) - A2n](N) = A[2n](N) - [i"-V/zz!]o7G
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where, from Proposition 3.4,

Li«JLÍ"J /_ 1\    /

OT»0-D-'r-(7)Ql
But for any nonnegative integer /?,

\2yfc nn-2k(l+t)2k a"
-7x7 •

v2zcy(l-/)"+1      l-a + t

w
^-£±2.-lifZPj)«i+*-">,

l-a + t 1 -1 ¿-^     \j
7=0

by direct computation of the action of w , so [tN xu"/n\]ruG = F„t/y - E„,n

where

F„>JV = zz![iJV-1] £(-!)*(

k=o ^

(2n)\^(n\(N + k\

- 2"n\ f^\k)\n + l)

(1 + 0"

7c=0

[/«+!](     + 0^(2 + 0"= ^[2,] W(2")!r,
2"zz!

l\/a\l*("^-IW/2A   .M4.iV.-V-i

from (19), and

Thus ^r„2](A)-/i2n](A) = £"„,# and £„,# is exhibited as a polynomial in A,

and the result now follows from (20).   D

The expression given in Theorem 3.5 conceals the parity of the genus se-

ries for dipoles. A parity respecting form can be derived by changing basis to

{(zz - z')2i-i : i > 0} consisting of odd series. The proof is given elsewhere [1],

but the result for zz odd is included below for completeness.

Theorem 3.6.   (2™)    dg(2m+l) is equal to

A (ii - /)2,+i  ¡_m fm\ ^ (-l)k im - i\ (2m - k\

¿j  (2Z + 1)! \i)2^lk + \\   k   )\    m    )

. m

,2m-2g+l

(2m+l)\_
;=0    v ' s    '   k=0

The basis is well adapted to hypergeometric series, and can be used to facil-

itate the coefficient extraction.

4. Other consequences of the integral representation

The two results of this section can be regarded as consequences of arguments

based on maps. A further example is given in [6].

The first result concerns character sums. Let xl denote the value of the

character of the irreducible representation of ©„ indexed by 6 on any element

of the conjugacy class, W¿, indexed by <j> > an<3 let fe denote the degree of the

representation. For p. \- n , let sß denote the Schur symmetric function indexed

by p. Let He(x) = Yli<i<i(e)(x-i+l){e,), where (x)("> = x(x+\) • • ■ (x+n-l).
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Theorem 4.1. Let v \- 2n, and let p„ denote pv(kx, ... , kN), where N is a

positive integer. Then

He(N)x^x = ¿""!N      *   ., /   V2(k)e-Xl2"2sedk.

Proof. Let v be an arbitrary but fixed element of ^, where a r- 2zz. Let

KQ = ^2ge%> g ■ We now work in the centre of C<£>2n . The number of ways of

expressing an arbitrary element c £ 8^ as c = vb with (v, b) = ^ x W[2nX is

(zz*//za)[K^]KQK[2n], so

£   NK(n) = ¿ £ tf'^PMKaKe.].

Ttev^i"] <jù-2n

But, using the orthogonal idempotents spanning the centre,

[K^]KaK[2n] = 7¿T7^[2"] £ \-exUU[2nV
{Zn>- 6h2n J

and (see, for example, [13]) £¿h2„ h*X¡x'M = feHe(x), so

Thus, from (1) and Theorem 2.6

£ He(N)xea8f2„x = 2»n\/]l(trMk)A
01-2/1 U>1 /

(2i) = w^wlN U^Mkrke-^M2dM

= ^r-w— Í   V2(k)e-2"'padk,
(27c)iNUUßh"

from (14), and the result follows by the orthogonality of the characters.   D

Corollary 4.2.

£ He(x)(xf2n])2 = 2nn\x2(x2 + 2)(x2 + 4) • • • (x2 + 2zz - 2).

6\-2n

Proof. Let A be a positive integer, and let tn = J2e\-2n He(N)(X[2n])2 ■ Let u

be an indeterminate. Then, from (21)

^    ' 4"zz!2 VW^Jr

so, from (13), t„ = (-4)"n\2[u"](l + u)~^N , a polynomial in A, and the result

follows.   D

The second result concerns a factorisation of the integrals which can be de-

duced from a property of quadrangulations implied by (2).
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Theorem 4.3. Let v be an indeterminate. Then

(e^M'W1N = (\lN - 2v^M|-("+iV„ • (IIat - 2VÏÏM|-<AHV„ .

Proof. From Theorem 1.1, M(u2, x,y, z) = Q„log5(x, y, z) where

S(x, y, z) = £^ £ hvAv(y)xm^ £ Q[x, y][[z}].

n>0 {   "■'■ v\-2n

Thus, M(u2, x, y, z) = Í2„ logR(x, y, z) where

Ä(x, y, z) = Y, SS E ¿% (*)ym(0) e Q[x, y][[z]],
">0 ^      '" 0H2n

in which y = (yx, y2, ... ) and y¡ marks faces bounded by j edges. Let

R(x, y, z) denote R(x, y, z) denote R(x, y, z) at y, = y2 = ••• = y, and

let i?4(x, y, z) at yk = y¿k,4 for /c > 1. But from (Theorem 5.1 [11])

(22) R,(x,y,z) = R(^x,^(x+l),4z2y)R({(x-l),^x,4z2y).

Let S(x, y, z) denote S(x, y, z) at x, = x2 = • • • = x, and let ^(x, y, z)

denote S(x, y, z) at x^ = xôk ,4 for k > 1. Then, from (22)

S,(x,y,z) = S(\y,\(y + l),4z2x)S(\(y-l),\y,4z2x).

By duality, and setting y — N,

S4(x, 2A, z) = S(N + \ , N, 4z2x)S(N - ±, N, 4z2x).

The result follows from Theorem 2.6 after replacing 2z2x by v .   D

Equivalently, from Corollary 2.7,

i    V2(k)e-'2P^vp'dk
Jr2n

(23) = nNl j   V2(k)e~^2 f[(l - 2v^A,)-<JV+i>¿A

f N
• /    V2(k)e-2"2 TT(1 - 2y/vkj)-^-i)dX.

It would be helpful to have a more direct proof of Theorem 4.3 to see whether

such a factorisation also holds for real Hermitian matrices.

5. Extension of the linear functional

An argument analogous to the one given in the proof of Lemma 2.3 gives a

summation theorem for the general form of the linear functional, and thence

an expression for products with the conjugacy class '¿¡¡k»] . Let ix, ... , ixn < A

be positive integers and let x = (x,, ... , x#). Then

K"

£    II(Xi¡Xi?U) ■ ■ • X>-1 (7,)KKA = (*i| "■*<»)*,* ■
/>€g¡jf»]7=l
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If gk(x) is a homogeneous linear polynomial in x, for k - I, ... , N, then

K"

£    Ife to^y, to • • • gi.K-1^ (X))j/fd = (ft, (X) • • • ftw(x)>jf,d .
/>€%*] 7 = 1

Lemma 2.3 corresponds to the case 7Ï = 2. Thus, for arbitrary homogeneous

polynomials fk in the elements of A, and for any v £ c&Kn ,

Kn

E    {l(fij>hU)(A)firtj-),U,ui(A) ' "-/<„*:-10) (A)}*, D
Z»€^jr»]J=l

= (^'r , iV(i) (A) • • ■ ./,*„ , Í„(JC„, (A))K t D .

It follows that

Kn

£ **w =     £      Eu h. ̂ > • • • <V-(7)> Mw
^egi/^n] i<;'i ,-,iKn<Npe%'lK„]j=i

Kn

1<¡, ,..., ÍKn<N Pe^Kn] j=l

(iv(j), ivpU)> ■•■ ' 'v-'o)^

where the appropriate connector function for the conjugacy class ^«j is

y((Ql, ■■■ , Qk), (n, ... , rK)) ^àqiinK,n'--SqK_,trKàqK,rx ■

To complete the argument it is of course necessary to supply an integral rep-

resentation, with multiplicative kernel, for this connector function. We do not

pursue this direction of enquiry further here.
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